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CHAPl'ER I 
Ilr.rRODUCTION 
Purgose of ti1is Study 
~ ... ~:~.=-··.c:.: ,'" 
T'ne purpose of this thesis was to explore the feelings and attitudes 
of social work students ;:.;nd tl1eir supervisors, and to obtain viewpoints 
from those in the allied professions of psycbidtry and psychology con-
cerning the use of t:.1e tape recorder us an additional tool for l1elpin;:; the 
social casework student, {1) develop techniques of interviewing, and (2) 
gain skill in case recordin;_;, The main e:uphasis in this study was direct-
ed at obtaining ti;e feelings and attitudes of t!Je student toward tape re-
cording an interview and playing it back under supervision. 
Scientific research, if it is to be meaningful, must relate to more 
general or broader problems ti;an tllose under any one specific study. Tbis 
'piece of researc:1 explored one of the methods of teaci1ing ti1e social case-
work student. It was designed to discover the potential advantages and 
·disadvantages of using a tape recorder for teaching purposes in tbe field 
work setting. Throughout t:Jis study the tape recorder was viewed as a 
tool which migbt be used to supplement teacl;ing methods and procedures al-
ready used in the field of social work. 
One limitation of this study is noted at this point, T'ne entire 
·research design was focused on the casework method. However, the writer 
was cognizant of ti1e fact that the use of the tape recorder, as em addi-
tional teaching and research device, has been successfully demonstrated by 
':Psychologists and psychiatrists in group therapy. As Taylor points out: 
l 
The use of mechanically recorded material for teac!1ing and for 
self-study, both of interviews and individual and group supervisory 
conferences, has been found to be effective. It is generally agreed 
that both casework and groupwork records are influenced, consciously 
or unconsciously, by the attitudes of the recorder. It is likely that 
this method can produce more objective records of actual process than 
the ones that depend on fallible human memory and the wishful think-
ing of the recorder. l 
Annette Garrett recognized that the manner in which the student be-
came proficient in interviewing and recording was the result of learning 
under supervision. She recognized that what was taught the student was 
based on certain theories held in the field of social work. As a result, 
she saw the purpose of social work education as goal-centered: "Its aim is 
to help students to acquire not only a deep knowledge of t:1e theory involved 
2 
but of technical skills essential for good casework." 
Helping the student develop techniques of interviewing and skill in 
case recording is the responsibility of the graduate schools of social 
work and the cooperating field work agencies. Within the two years of 
this educational process these schools and agencies have the task of en-
abling the student to integrate theory of social work with actual practice. 
'l'he tools used by the schools are numerous. Lectures, seminars, case ais-
cussion, reading from professional literature, written and oral examine.-
tiona, and an introduction to research theory and techniques, constitute 
l 
Taylor, A., "Case Recording: An .Administrative Responsibility," 
Social Casework, vol. XXXIV (June, 1953), P• 242. 
2 
Garrett, A., "Learning Through Supervision," Smith College 
Studies in SG~cial Work, vol. XXIV (February, 1954), P• 3· 
2 
' 
a major portion of the classroom structure. Secondly, actual interviewing 
by the student in his agency settings, case recording, supervision in both 
techniques of interviewing and recording, staff conferences, and consulta-
tions with professional persons from related disciplines, are all integral 
parts of the whole attempt made by the field work agencies to prepare the 
student for actual practice. Hopefully, the end product will be a "syn-
thesis of learning" as a result of the inter-relatedness of class and field 
work. 
In li~1t of such a learning experience, one constructive criticism 
made by KOgan andBrown, relative to case record recording, seems analo-
gous to the introduction of the use of the tape recorder as an additional 
teaching aid. They commented t,:at: 
Above all it is important that methods of record keeping not 
be so bound to tradition that the development of more efficient 
methods is inhibited. Questions about whether one scheme is better 
than another should be answered by research and logic rather than 
by appeal to authority and untested historical assumptions. 3 
Eleven years ago Leonard s. Ko,an dared social workers to break with 
tradition when he introduced the use of an electrical recording device for 
researching social casework techniques. He noted that verbatim interview 
recording was not new. It had been carried on by Claudia Wannamaker, who 
used a stenographer to record actual interviews, as early as 1925. Dr. 
Earl Zinn later attempted in 1934 to electrically record his interviews. 
This practice was given major reemphasis by Carl R. Rogers in 1942, when 
3 
Kogan, L.s., and Grown, B.H., "A Two-Year Study of Case Record 
!Uses," Social Casework, vol. ~ (June, 1954), P• 257. 
: 
3 
be used more highly developed apparatus and refined techniques for electri-
cally recording clinical interviews. Kogan saw the use of the recorder 
as an asset to the field of social work because it could aid in the worker's 
4 
· professional growth and be used by him for research. 
Mention bas been made of the recorder being used for both teaching 
and research. This thesis was limited to observing and recording the ac-
• tions, comments, .;md feelings tbe participants had while using the tape re-
5 
, corder as a teaching device. Its use in this particular study w<.l.s not in 
any way designed for, or presented to the student subjects as a device 
for researching the theories upon which social work is built. It was 
presented to them as an experiment designed to investigate its effective-
ness as an additional teaching tool. 
4 
Kogan,L.s., ·~e Electrical Recording of Social Casework Inter-
. views," Social Casework, vol. XXXI (November, 1950), P• 373• 
5 
The purpose to which the tape recorder may be used in the case-
. work situation is seen by the author as a significant variable one needs 
to consider before he attempts to measure feelings toward such a proce-
dure, or to judge the attitudes of those workers who are asked to record. 
, One example is noted here where the tape recorder was used for theoretical 
investigation. During the period 1957-9, an interdisciplinary research 
, study was carried out at the VA Out Patient Clinic (Mental Hyf. "ene Service) 
Boston, Mass. (VA Out Patient Clinic Study SNP-155, 1957-59· This study 
was an attempt made by psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers to 
predict responses to individual psychotherapy. It was designed to cross 
' validate a test battery which predicts "remainers" and "terminators" with-
:' in six months of initiation of therapy. Secondly, it was designed to test 
, whether frequency of treatment is a significant variable in the outcome of 
psychotherapy. Tape recordings were made for the specific purpose of 
testing out certain theoretical constructs, and not as a project designed 
·for helping the worker improve his techniques of interviewing. Focus was 
on evaluating a test and attempting to ascertain if the variable of 
!·frequency of interviews effected the outcome of therapy. It W<.l.s not 
. focused on the individual worker's ability. A:D.y help the participants 
i might have gained toward improvement of techniques by listening to the 
4 
Historical Development 
A review of social work literature by this writer since Kogan's pio-
neering effort of 1950 did not reveal any further increased use of the tape 
recorder by social workers ur•til 1960. During that year Frank Itzin experi• 
mented with the tape recorder as a teaching device for student social work-
ers. He attempted to demonstrate through research techniques that the tape 
recorded interview could be a valuable teaching tool. He challenged the un-
tested historical assumptions made by respected authorities that such a pro-
cedure was too time consuming for practical purposes, that it violated pro-
fessional ethics, caused such anxiety in students that the free flow of 
thought was restrained, and that the recording instrument inhibited client 
communication. He was able to demonstrate that, to the contrary, the use 
of such an instrument "has positive value in field work teaching and learn-
6 
ing." A further cursory search of social work literature for material pub-
lished relative to the use of the tape recorder failed to produce any fur-
ther results, indicative of the resistance within the profession toward the 
use of the tape recorder. 
playback of their recorded interviews was regarded as a secondary gain. In 
contrast to such a research study, which utilized the tape recorder, this 
thesis bad as its primary focus the student subject, bow he functioned in 
his role as interviewer, and bow he might improve his functioning with the 
additional aid of the tape recorder. Based on the comments made by some 
of the participants of the 1957•9 project, and compared with the feelings 
recorded by those subjects participating in this study, one would hypothe-
size that tape recording for research purposes per se is probably less 
threatening to the worker than is tape recording for learning purposes. In 
conclusion, it is thE writer's opinion that the attitude one has toward 
using the tape recorder is effected to a large degree by the purpose for 
which the worker feels the recording is to be used. 
6 
" caawm, ;::nx&:~~n: f96ot~;~eJi~2~:0g in Field Work, " Social 
5 
Earl Zinn is acclaimed as the pioneer in the field of making mechani-
cal, verbatim recordings of therapeutic interviews. While his instrument 
was crude and cumbersome, it did eliminate the necessity of having another 
person physically present in the room with therapist and patient. Techni-
cal difficulties in the mechanical functioning of the recording machine 
caused the record to sound "squeaky" and as a result he had his recordings 
transcribed. Even with these mechanically imperfect results the potential 
for research and teaching was sensed and new machines were utilized as 
soon as they became available. Mechanical technology proved to be the 
major problem as late as the beginning of World War II. In 1942 Covner 
described the most modern recording device during that period and noted 
7 
its imperfections. 
The value of the tape recorder in psychotherapeutic sessions was first 
reported in England around 1948. World War II hampered English researchers 
who wanted to explore the potentialities the tape recorder held for research 
and teaching in psychotherapy. They viewed with hope that, with the end of 
the war, they would be able to obtain the more advanced equipment being 
8 
used in the United States. 
The earliest of recording apparatus to be produced found its way into 
the psychotherapeutic sessions. Zinn used this early equipment, which 
7 
Covner, B.J., "Studies in the Pllonographic Recordings of Verbal 
Material," Journal of Consulting Psychology, vol. VI (March-April, 1942), 
pp. 105-113, and voi. VI (May-June, 1942), PP• 149-153· 
8 
Bierer, J. and Strom-Olsen, R., "The Recording of Psychothera-
peutic Sessions: Its Value in Teaching, Research, and Treatment, " ~ 
Lancet, vol. l (January-June, 1948), PP• 957-8. 
6 
recorded on round, wax-coated cylinders and discs. Next came recording on 
9 
improved electromagnetic wire which Felix Deutch used for teaching purposes. 
More recently magnetic tape has been perfected and is now the most widely 
used material for recording. Finally, high fidelity recording of psycho-
10 
therapeutic interviews has been perfected. 
While Zinn pioneered in his efforts to utilize the recording device, he 
was hampered by their mechanical imperfections. By 1942, a machine had been 
developed which made possible a more detailed study of the clinical inter-
view for teaching and research. AB Gill, et ~·• points out, "Carl R. 
Rogers and his pupils are generally credited with having done more than 
ll 
any other workers to study the interview by recording." Finally, an added 
advantage of the recorder was found and reported on ~ Bierer and Strom-
Olsen: 
In any method of psychotherapy, abort of orthodox psycho-
analysis, the psychotherapist plays a more active role, which often 
increases the patient's resistance. To overcome this, we can con~ 
front the patient with his own statements by playing back to him 
selections from former interviews. This is especially useful where 
the patient forgets easily and is inclined to change rather often. 
One can, if need be, play back a whole session; this has in several 
9 
Wbitehern, J.c., "Attempts to Teach l"rinciples of Psychiatric 
Interviewing," Seutbern Medical Journal, vol. 34 (1941), pp. ll30-ll36. 
lO 
Redlich, F.C., Dollard, J., and Newman, R., "High Fidelity Re-
cording of Psychotherapeutic Interviews," American Journal of Pdycbiatry, 
vol. 107 (1950s), PP• 42-48. 
ll 
Gill, M., Newman, R., Redlich, F.C., The Initial Interview 
in Psychiatric Practice, p. lll. 
7 
• 
cases released associations. B,y this method the period o~ treat-
ment can be shortened. We asked an intelligent patient to analyse 
his own record and especially to note the places where be hesitated, 
stammered, or stopped, He was baf~led by his ~indings and could 
not put up any resistance to them, because they were his and not 
those o~ the psychiatrist. He tried to rationalize them but did 
not succeed. l2 
This identical techni~ue was used b'; one o~ the student subjects in this 
project and is reported on in Chapter 4. 
As soon as a workable, mechanical device became available, researchers 
began to collect data concerning the ~eelings and attitudes o~ both the 
therapist and his client toward such a procedure. This led to the develop-
ment o~ the recorder as a teaching device for those engaged in the various 
~ields o~ counseling (primarily psychology). Two approaches to teaching 
with the recorder developed. First, there were men such as Rogers who 
placed major emphasis on the transcriptions o~ recorded interviews. His 
writings also indicate that be ~elt listening to one's own recording alone 
or with others was a highly valuable experience. He did, however, place 
13 
major emphasis on the transcribed recording. others, such as Ruesch 
and Prestwood, demonstrated that listening to a recorded interview was su-
perior to either reading a complete, verbatim transcription, or a coun-
selor-recorded interview. Noting one o~ Ruesch's and Prestwood's experi-
ments Gill reports: 
Bierer, J,, and Strom-Olsen, R., 2£· cit., pp. 957-8. 
13 
Rogers, C.R., Counseling and Psychotberanr, 1942. 
8 
They played wire recordings to an audience of psychiatrists to 
grade for anxiety and anger and found that the audience reacted to 
anger and anxiety in the sound track; but when the authors instead 
used the printed words (transcriptions) they then found that only 
a few experts, and these with difficulty, were able to pick up 
cues. When the souna track was added, however, timing, intensity, 
and emphasis, as well as modulation of voice, enabled clear de-
tection of nagging ••• hostility ••• anger ••• l They demon-
strated that the sound track conveys feelings in a way which the 
printed word does not, and they concluded that anxiety can be trans-
mitted by sound alone and that the cues in psychother•,py are primarily 
acoustic. 14 
Gill sums up later feelings of those who were exponents of the recorder 
as a "listening tool" for teaching purposes. 
Listening to a recording is a dramatic experience because it 
is as if the listener were present at the interview. Recordings 
reproduce the spoken word, and in the spoken word are conveyed the 
intimacy and feeling, all the shades of meaning and emotion, that 
make talk alive. In the spoken word emotion and feeling are fused 
with tbe content but become inaudible when talk is turned into a 
written transcript. 15 
In conclusion, within the short span of 27 years, from Earl Zinn's 
first effort in mechanical recording in 1934, to the present, it has 
been possible to trace the historical development of the tape recorder 
from sound reproduction barely audible to the human ear to today's hi-
fidelity recording of therapeutic interviews. The tape recorder is not 
new to the field of counseling. On the contrary, from its very infancy 
it has found its plnce in the fields of psychotherapy. 
14 
Gill, et ~· 1 ~· ~· 1 PP• 112-113, 
15 
.!E.!!., p. 110. 
9 
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CiiAPTER II 
i' DESCRIP.riOO QF RESEARCH 
it 
Setting for trds Stuol.y 
' 
This researc:1 ;~as carried out in the Mental Ey;:;iene Service of ti1e 
!: 
11 Veterans Administration Out-Pa,tient Clinic, Boston, Nassac:,usetts. 
service was organized in March, 1946, to provide treatment for veterans 
with service-connected neuropsyciJiatric conditions. 
!. T'.:Je Clinic is engagefi in treatinc; patients, conducting researc;;, and 
teaci;ing stufients. Graduate stuol.ents from the Sc:oools of Social Hol·k of 
, Boston Collec;e, Boston University, Simmons Collee;e and Smit:• Collee;e i: 
I· train as residents in ti1e Clinic. T"nere is em extensive resident trJ.in-
I 
!! 
if 
i' 
1: 
ii 
i! 
ing program for psyci1ology stuuents from Beston University, Clark Univer-
sity, ani Harvard College. Medical students in ti;eir fourth year at 
Tufts Medical Sc!Jsol receive psycliiatric training in this Clinic. 
The Social Service staff of tue Clinic consists of an Assistant Chief 
I: 
11 Sscial Worker, one casework supervisor, ani seven caseworkers. During the 
i' ! 
11 period tlJis researc::, was bein" carried out there were eizc1t social cJ.se-
11 "' -
ll 
li 
i' 
work students in residence at the Clinic, 
Stuuents engaged in research projects nave "- stdff Researcb Advisor 
1: for individual consultation. In acl.ii tion, the services of tile Dlta Pro-
1: 
' ceasing Laboratory are available to students assi0,ned to tiJe Out-Patient i~ Clinic. 
d 
Description of tile A,ppc1ratus Used 
A Wollensak, T-1500 Tape Recorder was used for ti1is project. This 
recorder is ~" x lok" x 11 3/4" • It weighs 18 lbs. It llas a playing 
10 
L.P. 
ular 
tape ( 7~ speed 7" reel) • There is one-third less time when using 
tape. It bas a frequency response of: 
40 - 15,000 cps. ~ 3 db. at "(-l speed. 40 - 8,000 cps. 3 db. at 3 3/4 speed. 
Both speeds have a WOW - Flutter - less than 0.3~ and a signal to 
1 
noise ratio - greater than 48 db. The retail cost of this particular 
reg-
model in the Boston area, at the time of the project, ranged from $132.00 
to $150. This model was equipped with a twin track recorder, thereby per-
mitting the user to put two full length recordings on one tape. It was 
equipped with a "Tape Counter" which enabled users to instantly locate 
selections at any point on the tape. Tapes can be re-used simply by 
recording new material over the old material. There was an "indicator 
lamp" which showed the correct amount of volume to be used in any parti-
cular recording setting. 
The major advantages of this machine were fou_~d to be in its light-
ness, the ease by wbich it could be transported, and the excellent hi-
fidelity recording it produced. Its small size permitted the students 
to place it in such a position that it minimized the distraction a larger 
machine might cause during an interview. Figure 1 represents a diagram 
of the room arrangement used for the taped interviews. 
Selection of the Sample 
Procedures :for selecting the student group. There llere eight student so-
cial workers (writer included) placed at the Clinic during the time of this 
l 
Instruction Pamphlet, 1-lollensak Optical Co., 320 East 21st Street, 
Chica3o 16, Illinois. 
ll 
ii 
~ C -=t=- ~ .=co_.,, . ·-=- • -••••··-• =·=•. •=•==•--=·-•- ~ _ ~ ~ =• -•=••-·-
!: 
project. Tne writer explained his tnesis plan to the students and then 
askei them, on an individual basis, if tiley would be willing to partici-
pate. Every stuient agreed to take part in the study. One student later 
became seriously ill, which required her hospitalization, and sl1e was 
i iroppei from tl1e sample. The other six students remained in ti,eproject 
!• 
I• 
I' 
I 
li 
ii ,, 
until its completion. The student sample consisted of two students each 
f'rom Smith Colle(be, Simautns Colle (le, ani Beaton College. There were four 
female ani two male participants. Two of the particip.:mta tad had prior 
i• paid social work employment. None hai used the tape recorder in social 
i 
i work training. 
!i Procedures for selecting the patient group. The selection of the patient 
sample for interviewing purposes was left to the discretion of t"e student 
and his supervisor. Eacil stuient was askei! to select one patient from l1is 
current caseloai, for tl1e purpose of tape recoriin::; ~ interview, The 
writer realizei that when he gave the stuients a "choice" of which patient 
to recori, he introiuced a bias. This Type "S" error (Subject) is 01d-
mittell. on the basis that the principal focus of the stuiy was not to test 
the "treatment" of ti1e patient, but was to procure an "example" of inter-
viewing from each stuient subject for teaci1in;; purposes. Data pertinent 
to the patient sample are shown in Figure 2, 
Sgpervisory Sample. There was one male and five female supervisors. None 
of the supervisors llai previously performei supervision with the aid of 
a student's taped interview. Three of tllem bad tape recordecl. for researci1 
purpose ani two of these ha4i. used their tape recoriings for self-teaching 
purposes, Two of t:1e supervisors hai been assignecl. two stucl.ents 1 while 
the others were each assigned one stuient. 
l2 
---- =-==== 
I 
' I 
!: ,. 
FIGURE l 
TYPICAL R001 ARRANGEMEI'IT FOR TAPE RECORDED mrERVIE\'1 
Key: Tape recorder is placed on floor to tbe right of the interviewer. 
Michropbone cord is placed under the ink blotter on desk. ltich-
ropbone is placed directly between interviewer and patient. 
13 
!! 
c' .co,~~ · __ 
,, 
i: 
!' i: Methois of Data Collection 
i: 
" i: 
All data were gathered by interviewing. There were two distinct types 
,, 
'' of interviews us eli, focusei ani standard. 
n 
In bot:n instances the question 
i: content was aimed mainly at ascertaining feelings. All interviews were 
jl 
i[ held on an individual basis. 
:i 
!' Focused Interviews. Focusei interviews were held with each student at !, 
i: I! predesignated points in the stuay. 
i: 
These less structured interviews were 
il 
i I! 
;'I 
aimed at obtaining spontaneous, rather than forced responses. They were 
designei to obtain the student's specific and concrete feelings at a 
I! selected point in tbe project. These interviews were aimelil at recori• 
H 
[: ing self-revealing ani persG>nal feelings. 
1
, ployei iuring these interviews. It was designed to cl:art the amount of 
A self-rating scale was em-
li 2 
I; 
i: ,, anxiety each student felt be hai at various points during the study. 
j: 
:, Open-ended questions were used at these points to permit free responses 
i' from each student. 
:I A questionnaire was not employed iuring this phase of 
It 
I• i! 
I! 
li 
li I: 
li 
I, 
'! 
the study. A typical question asked at these intervals was, "Eow io you 
feel right now about participatins in this project?" 
Figure 3 represents those points at which a focusei interview was 
!Je].j with the student subjects. These interviews were arranged to cover 
tile entire lengtl1 of the project. The writer's objective was to recori 
:I the subjects' feelings both at points when they were actually engaged in 
li li carrying out some particular phase of the study (Interview numbers 3, 
!' 
4, 61 7, 91 ani 10)1 ani during intervals when t,,ey were not actively 
participating (Interview numbers 1, 2 1 51 ani 8.). The objective was to 
2 
14 
::-_--_o 
See page 11. 
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" FIGURE 2 
r .H..l.~J:a.ll.!. O.ni•u:- .L.&CI 
Patient Diagnosis Length of time NuMber or 
in treatment interview 
(Current num- prier to 
her or months tape re-
coriing 
-
-
Conversion reaction, manifest ~ 
ei by iizziness, occasional 
A bluring ef visian Passive- 3 9 
Ar;r;ressive_personality 
Anxiety reaction, Question o 
B Cbaracter Diserier in a Pas-
sive-Aggressive personality. 4 17 
Schizophrenic Reaction, 
c ParanoU type, 4 6 
Psychophysiologic reaction 
D in a Passive-Agressive per- 4 15 
sonality. 
Depressive Reaction in a 
E Passive-Aggressive Personal- 4 15 
ity. 
Psychophysiologic Respiratory 
1 4 F Reaction, manifestei by Asth-
(Seen by lila. Passive-Aggressive per-
writer) sonali"t;y. 
Sex Frequency or 
appointments 
Male Weekly 
Male Weekly 
Male Weekly & 
bi-monthl] 
Male Weekly 
Male Weekly 
Male Weekly 
II il 
II I 
i 
'I 
Prior Treatment :1 
at Clinic i A: 
B: 
C: 
A: 
A: 
A: 
B: 
C: 
A: 
A: 
A: 
Yes. None ' ! Kini or 
treatment 11 
Discipline i: 
trea tinr; 'I 
! 
ii 
Nome !I ,, 
II 
I 
None i Yes 1 
Iniiviiuall 
:t. Psychiatri 1 
None 
None 
None 
•I 
:I 
ii 
ii 
>-' 
V1 
I' 
,; 
jl 
~-+-~,o~~.c 
i: I, 
I, obta:ln as wiO.e a range of feelings as possible throu@out the lent;>th of 
ll, the experiment. II ,, 
tl Staniarli Interview. 
'I I, 
A staniara interview was bela with eaclo student an'd 
11 supervisor after the stuO.ent had replayeO. his tape in supervision. Ques• 
I' II 
1\ tions were presented to all respondents in exactly the same manner ana in 
I identical oraer. Tbe questionnaire was iesigoed to offer a minimum amount 
11 of structuring of tlne questions, leaving the student free to answer the 
II, 3 II 
,I 
II 
II 
I I 
I 
' i 
I 
•I 
'I 
1: 
.I 
I II 
li 
majority of the questions in his own words. This procedure was adhered 
to because the writer wished to investigate feelings. As Selltiz, et al., 
commentei. 
Even in the more systematic interviewing of the later informants, 
it is essential to maintain a considerable degree of flexibility. 
Tne purpose of proviiing the interview with structure is to en• 
sure that all people interviewee responi to the questions the re-
searcher wishes to have answereii; however, the formulative ani 
discovery functions of the experience survey require that the inter• 
view always allow the responient to raise issues and questions the 
investigator has not previously consiiered. 4 
Chronology of the Data-Gathering Procedures 
I This thesis was iiviiiei into three major phases. The first phase 
" ii !consisted of having the topic approve&, consulting with the students* 
\supervisors, ani presenting the plan to the student subjects. During 
!I this first phase the thesis topic was presented to the Clinic 1 s social 
'I !work research consultant for approval. Two limitations were set: Tne 
I [-----
It 3 
'II See Appendix A for student's scheiule ani! Appendix B for 
•
1 
supervisor*s. 
I' 
4 
Selltiz, c., et al., Research Methods in Social Relations, 
--P• 57 • 
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,, FIGURE 3 
SCBEDULE OF FOCUSED INTERVIEWS 
I! 
I! 
II r~--------------------------------
11---------
Interview 
NU!Ilber Phase o~ Project II 
II 
I! 
,,------------------------------------
1! 
I' I ~
' ii I! !I 
I! 
" ii ,, 
li 
I' ,, 
i! 
!' 
1: I; 
'I !! 
I! 
I' 
i! 
ii 
II ii 
i: 
li 
)I 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Intreiuction o~ research project to subjects. 
Mii-point between interviews l and 3· 
Immeiiately prior to subjects' introiucing plan to 
patients. 
Immediately a~ter plan had been introduced to patients. 
Mid-point between interviews 4 and 6. 
Immediately prior to tbe tape recording sessions. 
Immediately after the tape recording sessions. 
Mid-point between interviews 7 ani 9· 
Immediately prior to student-supervisory con~erence 
utilizing the tape recording. 
Immeiiately a~ter tlJe student-supervisory con~erence 
in which tbe tapes were utilized. 
II ~~--------------------
1! 
II 
II 
I 
I 
·-=== 
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;patient sample was to excluie those wita paranoii coniitions (which in 
,, 
I 
r: one case it iii not), ani stuients ani patients were to be selectei on a 
I! 
' li 
pvoluntary basis. After the plan had been approve« it was introiucei at a 
I 
!!social service staff meeting by the social work research consultant. The 
,, 
1
'project was discussed ani the students' supervisors expressed their will-
1: 
I, ingness to take part in tbe research. Finally, phase one was complete« when 
;I 
1: the research plan was outlined to the stuient group. The seven students 
/1 (one was later hospitalized ani forceti to withiraw from participatien) 
!, 
::assigned to the Clinic agreed to take part in the stutiy. Students were 
I' i: 
:1 instructed te discuss this project with their supervisors and concentrate 
fi on the seconli. phase of the preject, that of deciding on a patient for re-
i· 
1: cerli.ing and then taping one interview, 
p 
., 
Passe two involved selecting the patient, obtaining his verbal per-
i: 
1: mission to record one interview, and taping any interview the stuilent se-
1 
:1 lecteil. During this phase the student subjects notified the writer as soon 
;:as they hai iletermineil which patient they were going to record. They were 
II 
,) tlllen encourageil to ask their patient's permission. Patients were askea to 
I' 
i1 participate on a voluntary basis. Ne recorilings were permitted without 
il 
I: the verbal consent ef the patient. There were no refusals. This phase of 
I! 
!1 the project took place just prior to Cbristii!Bs1 1960. Upon the recommencia-,, 
I' 
:: tion of the agency research advisor the taping was postponed until after 
I i: the Christmas vacation perioil. The final part of phase two was completed 
L 
;I when all the interviews hai been tape recoriei. They were recerllei 
,I 
" li iuring the months of January ani February, 1961 (the fourth ani fifth 
,, 
'I 
I months ef the stuients' placements). All but one stuient recoriei in 
I 
:1 his own office. Patient data are notei in the "Patient Sample" on 
18 
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page 15. 
The final phase consisted of having the students process record the 
interviews, holding their student-supervisor conferences, conducting the 
final interview with both students and their supervisors, and presenting 
the thesis at an interdisciplinary staff conference tlnd at psychiatric 
consultation. 
Students process recorded their taped interviews without reference 
to the tape. Each student was encouraged to process record his inter-
view immediately after the taping session. There were variations in the 
time lapse between interview and process recording. It ranged from pro-
cess recording which immediately followed the interview to that which 
was done a week later. In each case the students had made some notes of 
the interview immediately following the taped session. It had been plan-
ned that each student would process record immediately after the interview. 
In some instances their time schedules would not permit this and the pro-
cess recording had to be delayed. 
The students were permitted to make individual arrangements with 
their supervisors for the play-back session. There were no actual time 
limits specified anywhere throughout the project. ~ne participants were 
encouraged to set their own pace. Students were instructed to provide 
their supervisors with the process recording prior to the play-back session. 
Not every student complied with this request. In one instance the super-
visor did not review the student's process recording until they had listen-
ed and then stopped the machine to discuss certain points. The tape was 
available for their continued use. 
19 
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The general research plan terminatei with the closing interview. Each 
1i stuient ani supervisor was interviewei iniiviaually. A questionnaire was 
5 
· usei at this interview. Following the closing interview the writer pre-
sentei his general thesis plan at a weekly staff meeting. Aaaitional iieas, 
II suggestions, ani questions were raisei ani iiscussed by social work super-
(ivisors, psycholegists, ani casework stuients. Comments were recoreled and 
,, 
i: are presentei in this stuiy • 
. , 
The thiri phase was completed after the thesis plan was presentei 
! 
,, to te writer's psychiatric consultant. Seme of his thinking has been 
I 
I! incorporatei into tlllis stuiy. The author's tape was playei back in con-
:• sultation for treat11ent planning ani fer suggestions of improvement of 
" 1i !i tlte author's interviewing teclllnique. 
i' 
'· 
II 
1\ ,, 
'I 
'I--------------
' 
I ,, 
:; 
li -
,. 
1: 
!! 
5 
See Appendixes A ani B. 
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CHAPTER III 
EVIDENCES OF ANXIETY IN SUBJECTS OVER TAPE RECORDING FOR SUPERVISION 
Specific Areas of Anxiety 
During the course of this investigation one factor emerged which 
,, 
~~dominate& ti1e stuienta 1 feelings throughout the study. An analysis of the 
i: data revealed that factor to be the anxiety the subjects felt durinc; their 
,, 
i, participation in this project. For this reason a chapter is being devotei i: 
1
t to analyze the stuients f anxieties. i' 
In reviewing those remarks which were indicative of stuient concern 
ii 
I' over tape recoriing1 their anxiety couli be classified in three specific 
II 
,, areas. There was anxiety expressei over: 
il 
:' (1) Their ability to perform at the level they thought they were 
1, expected to be at in field work. 
(2) The relationship between the student and his supervisor. 
(3) The relationship between the student and the patient. 
In the first area mentioned, expected level of performance, one 
li student when asked to liescribe what he founi least appealing abGmt taking 
',part in ti1e study responded by stating: "I would say to bring it into 
1: 
::the actual supervisory conference ••• Because you're wondering about 
i! Tne greatest number 
I' 
:J found to be in tlle form of 
I! 
concern over the r6lationsloip between student 
I! and supervisor. In response to why he felt anxious about tape recording, 
I' 
,one student replied: 
I 
The feeling tc1at I mig!Jt do something wrong--that it would be 
criticized and that it might give 5r supervisor a completely 
different and negative feeling a bout me and ey ability. 
-::-
--
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I. 
!, Another commented he felt depressed over the project because, "I didn't 
:: 
;; have a solid relationship with my supervisor." 
Feeline;s of anxiety over the student-patient relationship were ex-
:, pressecl in answer to such questions as, ''What will the tape recorder do?" ,, 
I' 
ll 
Why, it will make me more insecure! I 1m havinG difficulty in es-
tablishing relationships with m,y patients. I'm not too sure of :llj"• 
self, I feel I am having difficulty Getting these people involved 
in treatment. 
Anxiety, while va~Jing in degree, was observable in eac~ student sub-
:! 
!i ject throughout tile entire study. Social work supervisors, psychiatrists, 
:j and psycholocists were in ceneral agreelllent that this factor was one nesa-
!.t 
,, 
ii tive aspect of using the tape recordecl interview as a learning tool. One 
j! 
li clinical psychologist saw it as ". • • a tremendous, additional burden 
i! 
1: which requires carefUl supervision." 
Anxiety Factor Noted in Otl:er Studies 
:i 
iJ Anxiety over reproducing one 1s interview has been note& in otller 
!: 
' ! stui!ies. Gill remarked: 
:! 
'I 
ii H ,, 
!i 
••• Tne microphone, with all it implies, makes one anxious. , • 
One oiloctor naively said it was like e;oing to the bathroom as a 
cllild in the presence of an older person or parent. l 
i! Redlich was fully cognizant of the anxiety factor in tapins• Observations 
li 
lj_' 
1: 
II 
il II 
made in his study demonstrated how participants resisted the practice: 
There is no doubt that recording is a tryinG proceiure for tLe psy• 
chiatrist. Recordings are a merciless mirror of the psychiatrist's 
methods ••• As recording is such a stripping process ti1ere is bouncl 
!I 
'1-------l, 
i l Gill, M., Newman, R., Redlich, F.C., The Initial Interview in 
Psychiatric Practice, P• 118. 
-------------~ _:-::::·-=-=:=---=- -
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to be resistance to it. It takes courage and maturity to plny one's 
recoraing to a critical autl.ience. The beij;inner in psychoti1erapy us-
ually i1as feelings of insecurity, <l!lXiety, and guilt about his ac-
tivity; he does not like to exhibit this through tile penetratinc meci.ium 
of recortl.ing unless a very favorable ani benign situation of learning 
is created. 2 
Russell Dvergsten, a supervisor of social work students at tlle Veterans 
~ministration Hospital, Knoxville, Iowa, reflected on the topic of student 
I, ,, 
' !!J.nxiety 0ver tape recGriing. He felt the rec0rier did precipitate some 
o! 
i~ee.rs. He mentionei that hearing yourself on tape could be a traumatic 
i! 
iFperience. In aidition, Dvergsten noted that all the negative interview• 
!~ng techniques were obvious and the worker might feel all these neGative 
l~>spects were being ma:::nified out of prlilportion. he acknowledged the 
11 3 
fact 
~nat this couli cause insecurity in the worker. 
' 
Likewise, Walter w. Barker, Chief, Social .iork Service, VAJ:J, Kno:l.-ville, 
'I 
" ~"owa ya. ' noteil the anxiety it createci in the stuients, but summed it up by say-I ,. 
~ng, 
;i 
ii 
I' 
'I I ,. 
Our conclusions thus far from our own observations and the comments 
of students ani other learners is that the initial anxiety usually is 
somewhat painful but that this reaction rather quickly subsides after 
the first few supervisory conferences. 4 
2 
IL Reilich, F.c., Dollari, J., Newman, R., High Fiielity Recording 
Of Psychotherapeutic Interviews, PP• 44-45. 
II 
1: 
I! 3nvergsten, R., "The Tape Recorier as a Means of Providing Effec-
~ive Supervision." V .A. Hospital, Knoxville, Iowa, March, 1958, unpublished 
llocument. 
4 
Barker, w.w., 'Use of the Tape Recorder in Teaching Casework in a 
linical Stuiy." A paper presentei at the Chief Social Workers Conference, 
t. Paul1 Minnesota Veterans Administration Medical Area, Des Moines, Iowa, 
cember 51 1958, P• 7• 
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Both of these writers appear to confirm the findings mentioned by Itzin. 
,lie founj "initial anxiety" to be the most i111portant disatlvantage listed by 
tbe subjects. 
Kogan reached similar conclusions about the anxiety factor. He was 
careful to note that the responses he obtainetl in his study were the re-
'flections of experienced workers, and workers who were making the recortl-
'ing fer research purposes. He sums up their feelings by stating, "Any 
,tensions that were present during the first few recording sessions largely 
6 
tende« to liisappear with succee8.ing experiences." 
In reviewing the comments of researchers relative to the anxiety 
~actor, Gill bas a warning to all who fail to explore the anxiety factor 
<ieeply enough. He cautions against such statements as Kogan's by remarking: 
Kogan (1950) believes that all tensions Clisappear after the first few 
recoraing sessions. Can we say, then, that it ceases to influence 
the interview? We do not think so. • • In all likelihooa there are 
many kinas of subtle and specific reactions that various inaiviauals 
have to the proceaure. 7 
Anxiety and Its Effects on Learning 
In tbis study the tape recoraer was being evaluated as a potential 
learning tool. Observed in this light, it was imperative that the re-
searcher be fully aware of anxiety and the implications tension i1as en one's 
5 
Itzin1 F., "The Use of Tape Recording in Field Work1 " Social 
Casework, Vol. XII, No. 4 (April 1960)1 P• 201. 
6 
Kogan, L.S. 1 "The Electrical Recor«ing ef Social Casework Inter-
views" Social Casework, Vel. XXXI, Ne. 9 (November 1950)1 P• 373· 
7 
Gill1 M. 1 ~ ~· 1_!!• ~·1 P• 123. 
" 
ability to learn. Tbere is a point when anxiety causes so much stress in 
the iniiviiual that his ability to learn from an experience cecreases ~r 
ceases completely. As one student remarkei1 
I'm net even loekinc at it as a teaching thing at this point! 
I suppose it is. I think my concept of using it is for research 
purposes. I've sort of iisassociated myself from it and what I 
can get out of it. This is a defense, because if I did associate 
myself with it I would be more anxious than I am now! 
We must keep such comments as these in mind when we evaluate the effective-
ness of the tape recorder as a toel fer learning purposes. 
The author attempted to measure the levels of anxiety in the subjects 
by: (l) asking the subjects to express tkeir feelings at specific points 
8 
in the project, ani (2) asking them to plot their anxiety level on a 
"Tension Cl'lart." Figure 4 represents t:l!e mean levels of tension subjective-
ly iniicatei by the six stuients. While many factors can either improve er 
impair learning, in this stuiy the writer was mainly concerned with two 
factors, "threat" ani "desire." It was apparent from the subjects' com-
menta that, (l) they felt threatened by the project but iid net become 
immobilize«, ani (2) there was a strong iesire to succeed. A combination 
of these two factors previiei part of the tension necessary to stimulate 
their learning ability. In analyzing the factor of anxiety in eiucational 
psychology, one author notes: 
Tension arises when a person is uncertain of success, but uncer-
tainty is only one element in tension. Tension also increases if 
tBe person cares about the goal. Even though the goal itself is 
trivial, there may still be tension if failure threatens self-esteem. 
8 
See P• 17 of this stuiy. 
If failure would make t;,e IJerson seem inferior to ;1hat }c.e tl,inks 
he 0'.13ht to be, then ti'e f1ilure is harder t<:> bear :3nd t::'<'> te-:l3ion 
mount·J. ;'/it:l neitl'Pr tm·ec't nor desire there is no tension. :o 
tuint:r ~f success. ·:;his rec;~onse \-7<.::-S in .J.nswer to a. quest-ion concerning 
how the Ruhject felt about recordin:;;. It was asked il"medi.·,tely prior to 
his asking t!::e patient's permission to tape record: 
Q,t·estion: liow do you feel 2.bout as kine; lJim? 
Response: "Appre'1ensionl I'm not 
patient--not sure h01~ be 111 re2.ct. 
able to nan<'il= it!" 
sure how to present it to the 
And I'm not sure if I'll be 
A second comment illustrated how tension mounts when the subject cc~res 
about the goal and feels a threclt to his self-esteem. In :t'esponse to a 
similar question another subject remarked, "llell, it's sort of o. crisis 
rig:1t. now, Are you goine; to be '"- good social worker, or not? One week 
you're up there and the next week you're depressed." In both instances 
there was anc:iety over their desire to succeed. In the first illustra-
tion there was tension over the uncertainty of success in handling the 
patient's feelings~ W:bile we c2.n hardly consider this a trivial matter, 
we can see where it becomes d;1arfed when CO!llpared to the second subject's 
concern. In the second respon~e one could see how tension w?.s increased 
when ti1e subject considered his ;:pal extremely illlportant---the go.:~l of 
training for one's chosen profession. 
9 
Cronbach, L., Educational Psychology, p. 538. 
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Tension Levels Charted On A Graph 
A Tension Chart was devised to obtain some indication of the levels 
of student anxiety throughout the project. Each student was asked to rate 
himself on a chart according to the amount of anxiety he felt over the pro-
ject at that particular moment. 'fhe ten points used are designated in the 
key to Figure 4 (Points "A" through "J"). For example, at point "A" on 
the chart there was a range in ratings from a high of 10 to a low of 3. 5. 
The mean, as indicated on the graph, is 8.3. 
Tl.Je graph indicates five peaks or high points of tension indicated by 
the subjects during the project. Greatest an.:<:iety was observed when the 
writer introduced his thesis topic and asked if they would participate. 
The observer noted strong feelings of objection to the project at tJ,is 
initial stage. There were expressions of surprise and disbelief that he 
1;10uld even propose such an experiment. Strong negative feeline;s were 
expressed by five of the six subjects at that point. The sixth subject 
remarked at a later point in the study that be had denied expressing his 
true feelings then, in an effort to "repress how anxious I really was at 
the onset of your experiment." Greatest objections at the initial stage 
appeared to stem from the feeling that it would be "too self-revealin1_0 to 
one's supervisor. 11 
The second highest mean level of tension occurred immediately ~rior 
to the actual recording session (Point "F" on the scale). Ti1ere were 
a number of paraphrases at this point which indicated unconscious resis-
tance to the procedure. One subject, wbile familiarizing herself with the 
'machine, turned the control knob to the "off" posd.tion and continued to 
force it beyond that point. The next subject, while attemptine to thread 
•• 
27 
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TENSIO.'l CHART 
Tension 
scale. 
Points in study at w!1ich subjects estillldteci their level 
of tension on craph. 
(Hi&h) 10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
(ww) l 
A* B c 
Mean Scores: 8.3 2.6 4.7 
*Key: A. Introciuction of project. 
B. Mid-point between A-c. 
c. I~aeiiately before sub-
jects askei permission 
of patients to recgri. 
D. Immeciiately after pbase 
E. Mii•point between D-F. 
D 
3·5 
F. 
G. 
H. 
c. I. 
J. 
E 
2.8 
G 
~ 
o. 
I 
6. 
Immediately prior to recording session. 
Iueti.iately after recoriing session. The 
interval during whicb subjects process 
recorded the tapei interviews. 
Mid-point between G-I. 
Im~iately prior to playback session 
witb supervisors. 
Immeciiately after playback session witi1 
supervisors. 
the machine, revealed signs of anxiety when he could not engage the tape 
. on the take-up reel, an operation requiring a minimum of finger dexterity. 
Another subject repeatedly failed to stop the machine in time when re-
winding the tape to its starting position. Thus it became unthre~ced and 
necessitated the entire threading procedure to be repeated before the 
machine was reao.y for taping. Still arother subject f:.J.iled to apply suf-
. ficient pressure to the "record" button and was forced to make several 
·attempts before she "as 2cble to start the recorder. Finally, two subjects 
go.ve ~.vnat. also mi,:bt b~ inte!'preteC. as unconscious re.sist:=.~ce to th~ r:r~"'o-
. cedure wh"n th<>y dPb;J.ted :J.t ::,Teat length about whether the microphone 
· cord should be placed over or >mder the ink blotter on +,he desk. Cora-
ments rc.ngcC. from .sho~;ing co~c~Y"n over stuC'.en.t-: .. TJ.tient relationships, to 
expressions of difficulty over the thoue'lt of h::cvin::; +o rrocess recor'l. the 
intE>rview, I·o tbe first instance, one student remarked, "This client 
1w.s working well, at least for the last few weeks. I hope be keeps ;;oins 
at the rate he has been, that this won •t bother him." In. the second in-
stance three subjects indicated their concern over process recording the 
inte:"vie',i s.nd then compartne it to the taped record. One commented, 
Because I'm summarizinc my recordings now in eeneral thought rather 
than word for word, I noticed now I am process recording in trying 
to get ready for this thing. 
T!1e third hig'Jest, mean, anxiety l'!vel occurred at t110 points. First, 
during that period immediately follm1ing the recording session. This 
was the period when the students process recorded their taped intervie;,s. 
A second, identical level of tension "as charted prior to playing the re-
,' cording with their supervisors (Point "I"). 
The fifth highest mean peak on tbe scale (Point "C") occurred immediately 
before the subjects asked their patients' permission to tape one i~erview. 
Student feeline;s ranged from a general concern over the whole project to 
expressions indicating acute anxiety over some particular phase of the 
project. In the former instance, one student remarked, 
I'm going to 
he'll come. 
over--I mean 
ask the patient's permission to record today. I hope 
I think he's paranoid. I'll be glad when it's all 
interviewing with the recorder. 
l4eanwhile anxiety over more specific parts of the project, such as super-
vision, were expressed by such comments ~s, 
It's like letting yourself in for more criticism. A fear of her 
really seeing what we do. We have been able to cover up--~ybe 
unconsciously. So, you are liable to get criticized. 
Points in Project of Most Concern to Subjects 
Figure 5 illustrates bow each subject ranked in order of most concern 
to himself, those points in the study which required him to make a deci-
lO 
sion or initiate action. This question (Question /{(,, Students 1 Schedule) 
was asked upon comeletion of all phases of the study. According to this 
subjective ranking, three students listed recording the actual interview as 
giving them greatest concern, while two subjects ranked it second and one 
ranked it fourth. 
One student felt playing back the recording with his supervisor gave 
him "the most concern, while three subjects listed this phase as second in 
the amount of anxiety it produced. Two subjects ranl:ed it fourth and fifth 
respectively. 
10 
See Appendix A, page 64 • 
30 
Two subjects felt their e;reatest concern came 1~hen they bad to process 
record the taped interview. It is interesting to note th:it these two sub-
jects mentioned their concern over this part of the project throughout the 
study. Early in the experiment one commented, "The only anxiety I have is 
over writin3 it up and comparing the process recording to the tape.'' The 
second student commented, "Once I get it process recorded I will relax!" A 
third student ranked yroces~ recording as second in concern to him, another 
placed it third, t·rhile two felt it was of least concern to them, placine; it 
fiftl'. 
Three of the subjects ranked introducing the project to the patients 
third as a matter of concern for them. Two other placed it fourth on the 
scale, and one subject felt it concerned him least of all the five steps, 
ranking it fifth. 
Only two subjects ranked deciding on a patient to tape e.s high as 
three in their ranking order. ~'1/o others ranked it fourtb and two placed 
it fifth. 
Reliability in Students' Respon;oes 
Il" order to obtain some inil.tcation of t.be re)_iaoility of t.11e st.uc~ents' 
resgonses, t'hetr re::;lJ.es t·J Question }6; ~tbicb WJ.s asketl t1fter t!le st.udy 
ho.Q ende~ ~.;ere compared to tbe Tensio:t cto.~t \o':~icfl ~.::.d Qeen COfiTI.Jleted duriny· 
tbe st,~dy. 
_1\_t tre clcsf-~ of tbe :project t~e replies to C:nestion }'-1 indicated that 
tD:> subj'=!Cts ~-~ere most conce_rned ~Nitb, or snxious over: ( 1) the actue.l tape 
recorded intervie\'1; (2) the play-back session wit':l their superviso.,.s; (3) 
process recording of the tape recorded interview; ( 4) introducin::; t'1e idea 
to the patient; and (5) deciding on a patient to tape r8cord. 
;_; 
,. 
FIGURE 5 
FIVE SELECTED STEPS OF STUDY RANKED FOR DEGREE OF CONCERN 
Subjects Steps ranked in order of most 
concern to each subject 
Step A.* Step B. Step c. Step D. Step E. 
(a) 2- 3 5 l 4 
(b) l 2 4 3 5 
(c) 2 3 4 5 l 
(d) 3 2 5 l 4 
(e) l l 2 4 2 
*** Mean Scores : 4 4.7 8.3 6.3 6.7 
*Step A. 
Step B. 
Step c. 
Step D. 
Step E. 
Deciding on a patient to select for tape recording. 
Introducing the project to the patient and asking his 
permission to tape record one interview. 
Recording the interview. 
Process Recording the tape-recorded interview. 
Playing the recorded interview in the supervisory 
conference. 
-A ranking of "5" 1ndicates greatest degree of concern • 
. ~A ranking of "l" indicates least degree of concern over the steps 
given to rank. 
*** Mean scores were obtained by totaling columns, doubling the sums, 
... and dividing by 6. The sums were doubled to permit a comparison 
of Steps B, c, D, and E of Figure 5 above, to Points c, F, G, 
and I on the Tension Chart. See page 32. 
These five points, which had been ranked in order of Jreater to lesser 
,concern, were then compared to the levels of anxiety which they had indi-
, cated on the Tension Chart during the study. It >:as necessary to exclude 
the highest level of tension noted on the graph, Point "A, " because it had 
,no comparable point in Question //6. Like\~ise it was necessary to omit a 
:comparison of Step "A" of Question jf6, bec3.use it had no corn:>ara.ble point on 
the Tension Graph. Hith Point "A" thus omitted, it can he seen that the 
highest levels of tension plotted on the graph Cluring the study <1ere in 
similar order to the responses given to Question i~6. For example, omitting 
Point "A", the highest level of tension on the Graph then becomes Foint "F" 
(the actual tape recorded interview). And the Step in Question //6 ranked 
highest, in amount of concern to the ~ubjects, was Step "A" (the actual 
:tape recorded interview). 
The following limitations of such a comparison were recognized: 
l. It was not possible to make a statistical comparison between 
these two items. 
2. This comparison was based on the mean scores of both the Tension 
Graph and Question /f6. Tbe mean scores of Question 6 had to be 
doubled in order to compare them to tbose scores r:mked on the 
Tension Chart. 
3· A comparison of bow each student ranked himself on the Tension 
Chart revealed that two subjects consistently ranked themselves 
above the norm of the group; two consistently ranked themselves 
below the norm, while the remaining two ranked ex:lctly half of 
their responses above and the other half below the group norm. 
While it was not possible to compare the reliability between the 
, two sets of responses statistically, tbe similarity bet<leen their replies 
during and after the study indicated that the stuo.ents hc:~d given c:mdid, 
, honest> and accurate expression of their feelings throughout the study. Fig-
ure 6 represents the findinbs plotted in graph form. 
Questions Designed to ALlow for the Expression of Negative Feelings 
Questions 2, 14, and 17 were desigaed to allow the subjects an op-
portunity to express any negative feelings they might have concerning the 
use of the tape recorder for learning purposes. The responses to all 
three questions were strikingly similar. Each student felt the strongest 
objection to the entire procedure was the anxiety it caused in the indi-
vidual. 
Question 2 asked the subjects to describe what advantages and disad-
vantages a student might see in such a teaching process. Each of the 
six subjects gave as his first "aegative feeliag" the anxiety it caused. 
Four of the six participants weat further and were able to explain exactly 
what they meant by the term "aaxiety situations." One subject remarked, 
"I see one gelll.eral disadvantage being the possibility that some of us 
might be restricted in our spontaneity because of it." Gill, et al., 
noted the inbibitilllg aspects of recordiag and remarked: 
For most of us it probably produced some constriction, some in-
hibitioa of spontalll.eous behavior, similar in a degree to the difference 
betweea our behavior 1a public and in private, and we should be 
aware of this in recorded interviews. ll 
A secolld subject reflected, "If you've got a poor supervisor it can damage 
,the confidence of the student because the supervisor could run the person 
down, discover faults." Gill also noted this reaction to the recorded inter-
,view and meations, " • there is also the beginner who cannot stand 
ll 
Gill, 2f•_cit., P• 123. 
FIGURE 6 
GRAPH PLO:L'riNG RELIABILITY OF STUDENTS' RESPOOSES 
Tension sc.lle 
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Key: Point c, Step B: Immediately prior to subjects introducing plan to 
patients. 
Point f, Step C: Immediately prior to the tape recoriing session. 
Point g, Step D: Immediately after the tape recording session. 
Point i, Step E: Immediately prior to stuient•supervior conference 
utilizing the tape recording. 
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self-criticism, and the expert who crumot either." (Earlier, another 
subject commented somewhat similarly about being criticized.) This series 
of questions took place just before the subject asked the patient's permis-
sion to tape one interview: 
Q~ What feelings do you have about doing it at the present time1 
A: It's like letting yourself in for more criticism. A fear of 
her really seeing what we do. We have been able to cover up 
••• maybe unconsciously. So, you are liable to get criticized. 
Q: What do you mean get criticized1 
A: I think in the student role we think of supervision as getting 
it more in the form of criticism. 
Q: How do you think students see their supervisors? 
A: As criticizers • I think more so here. More so than giving 
praise. It's mild criticism for me, but it's hardly what you'd 
call praise. 
And a third subject remarked just prior to taping: 
Q: How do you feel about taping the interview1 
A: I feel secure enough in the relationship to be able to take 
the criticism I know will come. I know I can't accept criticism 
when I'm not being approved of or when I don't feel my strengths 
are recogaized. 
A third subject felt recording the interview might arouse anxiety 
in the patient. Gill admits that little work has been done in the area 
of examining how patients actually feel about such a situation. He offers 
three possible reasons why this area has not been studied. First, be sug-
gests that it is a carryover from accepted medical behavior in that the 
physician does not ask the patient bow be feels about the procedures be is 
carrying out. Second, be contenis that in their eagerness to make recordings 
the experimenters have failed to bring up the question of bow the patient 
feels about the procedure. He believes feelings are not questioned so 
as to avoid the possibility of refusal by the patient. Third, once the 
l2 
Ib.id .• , P• 122. 
researcher becomes accustomed to the process he fails to stop to examine how 
: the patient feels, unless it is menti011ed by the patient. Finally, he 
notes that, ia reality, little recording of therapeutic interviews has 
actually been done. In his conclusions Gill does not deny that the feel-
ings of anxiety in the patient are there and in some instances they are 
expressed months later in therapy. 
The fourth subject who was able to illustrate specific concerns over 
using the tape recorder saw it as an "additional strain" when one was 
already "anxious" euough about his casework and his patient's well-being. 
Question fourteen allowed the subjects to express their negative 
· feelings in terms of what "others" Bight feel about a similar experience. 
In response to the question, "What is the main concern you believe your 
classmates would have concerning tape recording their interview?" Each 
respondent reacted by seeing such a situation as a threatening one. In 
respouse to this question, there was anxiety expressed over: 
(l) " ••• being open for criticism from sllj;>ervisors." 
(2) ". • • something they'd do wr011g would be out ill the open." 
(3) Hearing their uterview " ••• as it was done and not remembered." 
(4) " ••• their ability and how well they felt they were doug." 
(5) Their ability to carry on am uterview. 
(6) The fact that, "they would be more open to scrutiny without 
the privilege of being able to choose what they wanted to dis-
cuss with their supervisors." 
In response to question l7, ·~at part of this project was least 
appealing to you, and whyt" Three subjects felt the actual recording ses-
sion was the most anxiety producing phase. When expressing how they felt 
. about this phase, these subjects described the situation by using the 
1: 
terms "amdety" or "anxious. " Thus, their remarks contained the phrases: 
The initial part of selling the patient and starting the recording 
because of the amount of anxiety I bad to work through. • • Be-
cause all ~ feelings and fears were centered right on that machine 
at that time, and ~ response to that object, the tape recorder, was 
sort of a composite of total anxieties. • • and because of ~ own 
anxiety. • • the actual thinking about making the recording was 
bard. 
The three remaining subjects felt the p~-back session with their 
supervisors was the least appealing part of the project to them. One 
subject felt it was "disturbing" because, ''You're wondering about your 
level of competence." Another felt, "bearing that I had pushed a cer-
tain point and failed to explore other areas made me feel quite un-
comfortable." While the sixth subject felt the play-back was least 
appealing because,"! hadn't beard it before and I had no idea of 
what to expect." 
In summarizing the factor of anxiety in tbe subjects during the 
experiment two general observations may be made. First, tension or an-
xiety was recogaizable in each of the participants throughout the entire 
project. The Tension Chart shows there was a general pattern of ''high 
peaks" of waxiety levels and also low points. Some anxiety was notice-
able in their remarks or actions, even at the low points. Secondly, 
their remarks during the project, their general attitude toward it 
upon completion, and their responses to the questionnaire, especially 
questions 11 2 (part asking for advantages), and 12, were of such a 
positive nature that it would appear to this observer that at no time 
did their anxiety cause sufficient stress to ~ the learning.process 
completely. To what degree their anxiety over tape recording might have 
interfered with their learning ability cannot be answered here. 
CHAPTER IV 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE TAPE RECORDER 
Advantages Noted in Prior Research 
An analysis of the literature reviewed for this study underscored the 
potential value of the tape recorder in the fields of counseling. This 
value has been demonstrated in teaching, research, and treatment • 
. Teaching. In teaching, value is noted in one's ability to develop his 
self-awareness. The tape recorder acts as an energizer which stimulates 
the worker to analyse his techniques. The recorder permits fundamental 
errors to be isolated. Correspondingly, the teacher has an opportunity to 
help his student identify such elusive concepts as insight, transference 
and counter-transference. B,y giving vivid and clear-cut pictures of pa-
tients, interview situations, and the interaction in these sessions, the 
student is able to raise questions which are clearly illustrated by means 
of the tape. Rogers felt one of the most significant uses of tape record-
l 2 
ing was for supervision. While he and others realized the potential of 
"self-help", they emphasized the greater advantages found in joint parti-
cipation between student and teacher. Among these advantages is the fact 
that with another person listening, one tends to be more objective as he 
hears his own material. Secondly, it provides an opportunity for the teach-
er to point out vague, therapeutic concepts. In summing up the potential 
l 
Rogers, C.R., '~e Use of Electrically Recorded Interviews in Im-
proving Psychotherapeutic Techniques," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 
vol. 12, p. 431. 
2 
Gill, M., Newman, R., and Redlich, F.c., The Initial Interview In 
. ;,J?&chiatri~ Practice, p~. 129~ 
advantages of tbe tape recorder for teaching the social work student, 
one worker concluded: 
• • • the learner has an opportunity to, in a sense, relive the 
interview experience in his review of the tape recording, evi-
dently to a considerably greater degree than he can in producing 
and reviewing his own process recording. Reviewing the tape re-
cord seems to stimulate the learning process and encourage the 
learner toward more active participation and assumption of greater 
responsibility for self analysis and improvement. 3 
Research. For those interested in researching the therapeutic process, 
the intimate and subjective nature of the work makes it difficult to 
adequately study and compare the different methods and approaches to 
counseling. Researchers feel the tape recorder permits such an investi-
gation to take place on a scientific basis. While it cannot provide one 
of the standard procedures of research--repeating experiments under 
identical conditions--it does provide tbe investigator with original 
4 
data which he can examine and reexamine. 
Therapy• Limited exploration with the recorder, as a therapeutic tool, 
has been performed. The Bierer and Strom-Olsen experiment is noted in 
detail here because a similar experience developed out of this thesis • 
• • • In any method of psychotherapy, short of orthodox 
psychoanalysis, the psychotherapist plays a more active role, 
which often increases the patient's resistance. To overcome this, 
we can confront tbe patient with his own statements by playing 
back to him selections from former interviews. This is es-
pecially useful where the patient forgets easily and is inclined 
3 
Barker, w.w., '~se of the Tape Recorder in Teaching Casework 
in a CliDical Study," unpublished document, P• 6. 
4 
Bierer, J., and Strom-olsen, R., '~he Recording of Psycho-
therapeutic Sessions, Its Value in Teaching, Research, and Treatment," 
The Lancet, P• 957· 
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to change rather often. One can, if need be, play back a 
whole session; this has in several cases released associa-
tions. B,y this method the period of treatment can be short-
ened. We asked an intelligent patient to analyse his own 
record and especially to note the places where he hesitated, 
stammered, or stopped. He was baffled by his findings and 
could not put up any resistance to them, because they were his 
and not those of the psychiatrist. He tried to rationalize 
them but did not succeed. 5 
One student played the interview for her patient two weeks after it had 
been recorded. Both student and supervisor reported favorably on the 
results. 
Advantages Noted by Students 
Each answer to the questions in the student's schedule was closely 
analyzed for indications of possible advantages in using the recorder. 
These questions were analyzed in an effort to code and categorize the 
advantages noted ·by each student. These categories represented the 
positive attitudes expressed toward the recorder as a potential, addi-
tional, learning tool. Tbe learning points gained through the use of 
the recorder are listed below in six categories: 
1. Increased Student Self Awareness. 
2. Increased Understanding of Patient. 
3· Improvement of Interviewing Techniques. 
4. Increased Effectiveness of Supervision. 
5· Greater Student Objectivity. 
6. Provided Carry-Over Value. 
5 
Ibid., PP• 957-8• 
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· Increased Student Self-Awareness. Four of tbe student subjects remarked 
tbat by using tbe tape recorder tbey had become more consciously aware of 
, their own behavior and tbe attitudes they expressed toward their patients. 
One subject felt tbat by listening to tbe tape you "eliminate your 
blocking," indicating he was then better able to help the patient. The 
students also felt that the playback revealed attitudes toward their pa-
tients which they were uaconscious of having. One subject noted "anger" 
in bis responses toward tbe patient at the beginning of the interview. 
Another recalled having been surprised when first hearing her responses to 
the patient. She commented: 
I was also surprised when I beard tbe intonation and inflections 
of my own voice. 1-V actual feelings beard in the tape showed my 
remembered feelings weren't wholly true. The inflection of my voice 
was showing reactions that I undoubtedly felt but didn't realize. 
In tbis.same vein, another student commented on awareness gained of one's 
own feelings: ·~or example, showing your own uneasiness or hostility, or on 
the other hand your rapport." Sbe felt listening to the tape was helpful 
because tbe social worker got an idea of what abe sounded like when relat-
ing to the patient. The tape provided ber with an idea of the attitude 
abe bad toward his reactions when she noted, "• •• my own reactions to 
his reactions." 
Increased Understanding of Patient. Students expressing their increased 
understanding of tbe patients felt it took place because they were made 
more coDsciously aware of tbe "themes" of tbe interview, became more con-
scious of the interaction in the interview, and listening to tbe tape 
helped clarify tbe diagnosis. 
In tbis first area, themes, students became aware of what tbe patient 
was saying on a deeper level. One subject summed up this deeper under-
standing by noting: 
I became more aware of some of the initial content of the interview 
and its repetitive quality--bearing bow some of the material that 
came ill. later interviews was presented in this interview; which gave 
me a better understanding of the patient and some of ~ own feelings--
~ techniques and feelings I bad then. 
Other students noted understanding increased as they listened for themes 
and realized, "A few words be said bad much more significance ••• and 
I badn 't noticed that be was angry at me at one place, when be was." 
Finally, one student remarked that the supervisor bad pointed out a theme 
that was involved. The student concluded: "Taping helps because the 
theme of the problem may be overlooked in process recording and can be 
picked up here by the supervisor." 
A subject's understanding of the patient increased after be bad listen-
ed to the interaction which bad transpired in the recording. He explained 
that such "interaction might not be recorded as fully in process recording, 
as could be beard when listening to the tape." 
Finally, two students found the tape recorder assisted them in clari-
. fying their patients' diagnoses. One commented: 
In this particular case I felt all along this diagnosis was wrong 
and she (supervisor) was able to pick up points in the recording 
indicating that be was not a psychopath. o o There were some things 
in the diagnosis I was not fully aware of and the :!;ape made me more 
aware of what factors of personality indicated this person was not 
a psychopath. 
Increased understanding of the patient was summed up by one student's short, 
direct response, "I badn 't realized bow sick ~ patient actually was I" 
;Improvement of Interviewing Techniques. The subjects felt they became more 
aware of their interviewing techniques because the play-back: (l) stimulated 
self evaluation; (2) pointed up specific flaws, such as overactivity; and, 
· (3) provided the supervisor with a concrete sa~le of the student's per-
: formance in his basic skill. Taking these advantages in the above order, 
:: 
students' comments were: 
(l) Self-evaluation: 
"It certainly gives you a way to evaluate yourself in terms of inter-
viewing techniques." 
12) Overactivity: 
"I saw T11lf verbal over-participatioa and premature reaction to the 
patient's communication." 
(3) Sgpervision: 
It was good in the respect she could see I wasn't supportive enough 
and could have supported him more. I tbiDk it's a greater help in 
teaching social work techniques than diagnosing the client• 
-- -
Well, it certainly points up any of the ideas or questions we bad 
about the skill or ability of handling the situation. 
Increased Effectiveness of Supervision. Two students voiced feelings that 
by listening to one's taped recording with his supervisor the supervisor 
was afforded an opportunity to beco~~e more effective. They expressed 
several reasons for this feeling: 
1. Tbe supervisor was better able to point out areas which needed 
more student-patient exploration. 
2. Tbe supervisor understood the student better. 
3· The supervisor gained a clearer picture of the patient. 
4. The supervisor could direct his attention to the specific pro-
blem area. One subject, who was concerned over point #l above, believed 
the recording helped her to get: 
• • • at the feelings of the patient and explore certain areas more 
fully. For exa~le, finding out the who, what, when, and why. I 
,, 
' 
usually will get one or two, instead of exploring a subject from all 
angles!" 
One student was convinced her supervisor understood her better as a result 
of listening to the recording, because she could: 
• • • listen to me operate. • • this was an actual recording of 
my interview which she beard. She was able to evaluate me better, 
I felt, than by my process recording--which I have a lot of anxiety 
about anyway. 
In further reference to the factor of increased understanding of the stu-
dent by the supervisor, she remarked: "She felt she learned more from the 
recording about the man and about me." 
In the final area of increased effectiveness of supervision noted by 
the students, one subject concluded by stating that "since I got help 
and additional suggestions by talking about the things I saw were wrong, I 
feel it bas been quite constructive." 
Greater Student Objectivity. Two subjects credited the tape with aiding 
them in their attempts to become more objective when studying a case or 
analysing a patient's problem. ODe subject felt this came about after 
she bad bad the opportunity to compare 'vbat I wrote and what the actual 
words were, and bow I interpreted them." This series of questions and 
responses indicated bow another student felt she became more objective: 
R: I felt it was an excellent tool for me. 
Q: Why? 
R: Helped me know more about this case. 
Q: In wbat way? 
R: Perhaps being a little more objective listening to this case. 
Provided Carry-over Value. Two students felt there was a definite carry-
over value from wbat they bad learned listening to the recording. One 
student explained: "Certainly wbat you learn from one situation is car-
ried through to other experiences." 
I 
Disadvantages Noted by Students 
Ninety percent of the negative (disadvantages) responses expressed 
by the students toward the use of the tape recorder were expressions of 
their anxiety or the anxiety they felt might be in ~ patients. Of 
this figure 60% of these responses were expressions of the student's 
anxiety. There was a total of ll2 positive and negative responses recorded. 
Thirty-four percent of these were expressions of student concern (general 
6 
anxiety, tension, apprehension} over tape recording. 
An analysis was made of each response to the items asked in the stu-
dents• schedule. A careful effort was made to detect every response in-
dicative of negative or disadvantageous responses, as well as the positive 
ones. The disadvantages which revealed or implied "student anxiety" have 
been dealt with in Chapter III. The remaining disadvantages noted by the 
subjects are brought under scrutiny at this point. 
A review of the comments made by the students revealed two points. 
First, after categorizing their comments only lO% of their negative com-
ments dealt with material other than the anxiety they felt, or believed 
the patients might feel. Secondly, only one category, background noise, 
was seen by them as actually occurring during the experiment. The remain-
ing disadvantages they listed were seen by the subjects as potential ones. 
Disadvantages, both actual and potential, are listed below: 
l. Patient Anxiety. 
2. Time Factor. 
6 
See Figure 7, page ~7) • 
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FIGURE 7 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE RESPONSES TO TAPE RECORDING NOl'ED IN STUDENT QUESTION.l'(AIRE 
Positive res)onses umber of students No. of 
"' 
Negative re- umber of students No. of % 
(Advantages responding. response sponses responding. responses. 
(Disadvan-
tages) 
1. Increased stu- 6 l2 25 l. Patient 6 19 30 
dent self aware- Anxiety. 
ness. 
2. Increased 5 9 18 2. Time 2 2 3 
understanding of Factor. 
patients. 
3• Improvement of 4 ll 23 3· Back- 3 3 5 
interviewing tech- ground 
niques. noise. 
4. Increased effec- 5 ll 23 4. Restric- l l l 
tiveness of super- tion of stu-
vision. dent's 
spontaneity. 
5. Greater stu-
dent objectivity. 2 3 7 5 • Damage to l l l 
student-
supervisor 
relationship 
6 6. Provided carry- 2 2 3 6. Student 6 38 60 
-over value. Anxiety. 
1001> TOl'AI.S: 48 ~001> 64 
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Background Noise. 
Restriction of Student's Spontaneity. 
Damage to the Student-Supervisor Relationship. 
Student Anxiety. 
Patient Anxiety. This topic was referred to as a disadvantage, both in 
actuality in this study and potentially, by each student subject. They 
saw it as potentially disadvantageous in terms of: (a) being potentially 
disruptive to the relationship; (b) possibly destroying the feeling of 
confidence and confidentiality; and (c) the possibility that the apparatus 
might be distracting to the patient during the interview. These possible 
anxiety producing situations were described as follows: 
(a) I think it can be harmful to the relationship if it's a 
threat to the patient • 
• • • as we got talking he said be was very concerned about it. 
He said be was afraid be wouldn't have anything to say. 
(b) ••• he said to the effect, 'If I don't like it I can smash 
the thing!' I said maybe be could yell and wouldn't have to smash 
the thing. 
Then be expressed concern about the mike being there and how be 
might feel about his recording it. -
(c) With no recording machine there is the feeling of its being 
more confidential. 
It might give something of a falsification to a true interview, 
until they got used to it. 
:.) 
Because by having the machine set up he could have felt there 
was an element of coercion. 
Time Factor. Two students mention the length of time it took to play 
back and discuss the tapes. In this respect, they raised the question 
of how often it would be feasible to do this type of teaching. It was 
the consensus of the student ~roup that such a practice two or three 
times during the student's placement would be the most satisfactory method. 
They felt such a procedure would lend itself to the practice of letting 
the student compare his work to earlier interviews. 
Background Noise. The question of the ease with which the participants 
can hear the play-back is a vital one. Disturbances which distract the 
listeners from concentrating , such as distortion of sound and background 
noise, tend to lessen the value of the tape as a teaching tool. For 
this reason the question was specifically introduced into the students' 
questionnaire. Every student commented on "some" background noise. How-
ever, only one student remarked feeling somewhat distracted by it. 
Restricts Spontaneity. one subject saw this factor as a potential dis-
advantage to the student. This student remarked: "Another disadvantage 
is the possibility that some of us might be restricted in our spontaneity 
because of it." 
Damage to the student-Supervisor Relationship. In describing what one 
student felt were disadvantages he remarked: "If you've got a poor 
supervisor it can damage the confidence of the student ••• The super-
visor can run the person down--discover faults!" 
While it may be interesting to speculate concerning the amount of 
projection there is in the students' concern over patient anxiety, or 
;f 
,, 
the degree of rationalization which might have influenced other feelings 
they expressed concerning the disadvantages, prior research has demon-
strated these factors to be valid problem areas. 
Gill, et ~·• believed that all patients felt some anxiety over such 
a procedure and if they were unable to express their concern at the moment,· 
7 
it would eventually come out in the course of therapy. 
Redlich, .:,! al., equated the "time factor" mentioned by two students, 
with the expense of purchasing the recorder. They warned against minimi-
zing the length of time it takes to play back and listen, think, and 
discuss one interview. These authors estimated the cost in terms of time 
8 
to be a minimum of two hours for a fifty-minute interview. 
Attention was drawn earlier in this study to the restriction of one's 
9 
spontaneous behavior when the recorder is introduced. Similarly, student 
concern over the relationship with their supervisors has been explored by 
Redlich and others and their feelings quoted on page 21 of this thesis. 
Advantages Noted by Supervisors 
There was a strong, positive feeling expressed by the six supervisors 
toward the use of the tape recorder for teaching. While they were able to 
7 
Gill, et al., 2£• cit., P• 115. 
8 
Redlich, F.C., Dollard, J ., and Newman, R., "High Fidelity Record-
ing of Psychotherapeutic Interviews," American Journal of Psychiatry, PP• 
44-5. 
9 
See page 3.1l.. 
,, 
mention potential disadvantages to such a procedure, not one of them 
observed any actual disadvantages during this study. A particular indi-
cation of their positive feelings toward this method of teaching was 
noted in the changes of attitudes as the study progressed. Initially, 
feelings about such a teaching method ranged from strong objection and 
doubt by some, to feelings of curiosity and positive acceptance by 
others. At the conclusion of the experiment each supervisor expressed 
a positive and enthusiastic attitude. 
Advantages noted by these supervisors were placed in seven basic 
categories. They were: 
l. Student Self-Awareness. 
2. Increased Rapidity of Student Learning. 
3· Understanding of Patient. 
4. Learning of Basic, Theoretical Concepts. 
5· Improvement of Interviewing Techniques. 
6. Increased Effectiveness of Supervision. 
7• Increase of General Preparedness. 
The material analyzed in this chapter was obtained from the res-
lO 
ponses made by the supervisors to the questionnaire. 
Student Self-Awareness. One supervisor felt a student listening to the 
play-back of his recorded interview gained a picture Of hiMSelf in the 
therapy role. He noted: 
lO 
See Appendix B. 
i! 
This was the first opportunity the student had to hear herself in 
an interview. It gave her the flavor of just bow she sounded. We 
have different ideas of bow we sound. This gives you the straight 
ideal 
Increased Rapidity of Student Learning. One supervisor saw this method 
of teaching as a potential for speeding up the process of integrating 
theory with practice. She remarked, "I felt, in this case, that the tape 
recorder accelerated the student's capacity for perceiving the meaning 
of material at deeper levels. What is commonly referred to as 'listen-
ing with the third ear 1 • " 
Understanding of Patient. Five of the six supervisors made comments 
directly concerned with the advantages they noted in using the recorded 
interview to help the student gain a clearer diagnostic picture of the 
patient. This was seen in general terms of obtaining a more dynamic 
picture of him, seeing more clearly his defenses and how he uses them, 
and being able to identify themes during the interview. 
The.· dynamic picture of the patient was noted by one supervisor who 
commented, "By discussing this tape, the patient became much more alive to 
the student. Also, it helped her to know what our goals would be and 
what we would emphasize in treatment." Allother supervisor commented on 
the tremendous amount of material one patient had given the worker during 
the taped interview. Material, she mentioned, they could work on in the 
future. A third supervisor felt that by listening to the tape the super-
visor got "a better feel for the patient as a person." She commented 
that similar material was much more cut and dried in the dictation, but 
the patient "really comes alive" in the recording. She concluded: 
I felt I got a clearer idea of the patient after hearing him in his 
own words and voice inflections ••• what he felt his major problems 
were and what patterns of behavior were going on. 
After hearing the tape, a supervisor was able to identi~ a pattern 
of defenses one patient was using. She was able to note the patient's 
feelings toward others, including his wife, his fear to express such 
feelings as crying, and his avoidance of any discussion concerning the 
death of his baby. Consequently, she was able to discuss these observa-
tions with the student. 
There were several remarks made illustrating ti1e effectiveness by 
which themes could be detected during the play-back. One supervisor saw 
it as a "simulated experience" which allowed the student to bear what 
had been going on in the interview, thus "enabling him to look beyond 
the content material." Because of this technique she felt, "One is better 
able to see the sequences of topics and more able to see the transition 
of topics." Another supervisor phrased it similarly: 
The major learning point I saw in the tape was the opportunity it 
gave the student to re-listen and thereby develop skill in listen-
ing and picking up repetitive things. It gave the student some 
understanding of the subtleness with which the patient glided into 
and out of various areas. 
Seeing it as a supplementary tool, a supervisor explained: 
When the student dictated the interview, he gave a verbatim report, 
but didn't refine it as to quality. One can't be expected to pick 
our recurrent themes unless he has worked for a certain length of 
time. During the actual interview he doesn't have the opportunity 
to sit back and listen objectively, as you can do when listening to 
the tape. With the tape all that you have to do is listen and 
learn from it. In the interview you have to react, and in the 
dictation this is where the distortion comes in. When the student 
listened to the tape he had a chance to pick up these themes. 
Aided in Learning Basic Theoretical Concepts. Three supervisors felt the 
recorded interview facilitated the student's understanding of material at 
1 deeper levels. One remarked: 
The tape showed a lot of unconscious type problems which the 
student picked up, understood, but didn't know what to do with 
them. The positive palnt was that he was seeing it on a deeper 
level and we then had material to handle for future interviews. 
One supervisor felt she bad been able to highlight the basic, theoretical 
concept of transference. She remarked: 
I think the taping coming when it did come pointed up the whole idea 
of what goes into the whole idea of relationship, rather than what 
goes into the~el?Ping of a relationship. Right now the student 
is becoming aware of what is involved in a relationship and bow it 
can be used--transference. B,y using the tape at this point you are 
able to see some of these things more clearly than you can from 
process recording. At this point I feel it can be quite valuable. 
Helped Student Improve Interviewing Techniques. Five of the six super-
visors made direct references to the tape recorder as an additional tool 
for improving interviewing techniques. This selection of quoted material 
exemplifies their views: 
We saw many learning points in the interview that we had picked 
up before, but which we were able to see very quickly in the taped 
interview. The interviewing pitfalls the student might get into 
were more vivid in the tape. The point is they were there and 
much more crystallized ••• saw the difficulty student:· had focusing 
at times because be felt he had to be active. This was pointed out. 
One major advantage I saw in using the tape was that the student 
could see that the main thing is the use of yourself in the inter-
view--How the student used herself in the interview. 
It was very helpful for the student to hear his own voice and 
the part he played in the relationship. 
Very helpful in the instruction of actual interviewing techniques. 
Valuable for pinpointing certain inappropriate responses. One can 
point out how the question, phrased another way, might help the 
client more. 
Increased tbe Effectiveness of Supervision: Every supervisor noted an 
increase in their effectiveness as student supervisors. One supervisor 
paid particular attention to the professional role and bow tbe recorded 
interview aided her in seeing the student in this role. Some of the 
questions she felt important, and ones that were answered by listening 
to the recording were: ''Does the student shift or stylize in the inter-
viewY Does he become tense, or does he appear relaxed? Are his actions 
similar to his ordinary way of acting?" She concluded: 
One essential learning point revolved around the whole question 
of professional identity and professional role--to know bow to 
be yourself while being a professional person. This is a learning 
point that comes out in the tape. With some students this is an 
issue. 
Two supervisors remarked that they felt the tape helped them to 
know their students better. One remarked, "I saw more of my student 
and her work." The oti1er felt the play-back session: 
Pointed up areas where the student needed to be more forceful and 
needed help in finding out why they exper:lenced difficulties 
when exploring areas that the student felt least comfortable 
exploring. 
Three supervisors considered the recorder an additional aid in 
assisting them to ascertain the student-patient relationship. 
Specific comments were: 
I felt the worker had minimized the positive relationship she 
had witi1 the patient and how she handled the interview. The 
recording showed more positive things in this relationship ••• 
more of her work such as support and clarification. Listening to 
this tape I ~ she had a good relationship. 
Most striking and obvious thing in the tape was the student 1 s 
effective response to the patient. 
-- -
The most important point was, what we couJ.Q. see in the tape and not 
in the process recori.ing1 the rapport. It impressed me very favor-
ably ••• The tape showed more positive things in the relationship 
than the student was able to get across in iictation. 
---
A final area where the supervisors felt the recorder aided them was 
in the teaching of summary recording, One supervisor felt the stucent was 
more conscientious in preparing the iictation. He felt tl1e student was 
i 
·more willing to be self-critical because the supervisor w3uJ.d be going 
•over his work in a iifferent way••"listening to it as well as reading 
.about it in the iictation." Another commented: 
Again, the timing of the tape was quite appropriate, The stu«ent 
was shifting from process recoriing to summary. The tape was help-
fuJ. in that we couJ.d co this by listening to the tape in terms of 
gathering the themes, rather than what be dii right or wrong. 
jjincreased Student's General Preparedness. One supervisor noted a con-
scientious effort by the student to 'analyze her role in the relationship. 
The supervisor noted that even before the student heard the tape she had 
prepared the dictation with written comments in the margin, and us the 
·tape played she was able to point out areas where she felt she couJ.d 
have done differently ani pursued other areas that she failed to explore 
more fuJ.ly, 
Disaivantages Noted by Supervisors 
All but one of the five negative aspects outlined by the supervisors 
were noted by the stuients. Part (b) of question #l in the supervisor's 
·schedule was used to obtain this iata. The five areas of potential iiffi• 
culty were: 
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1. Student Anxiety. 
2. Ini1ibition of Spontaneity. 
3 • Patient Anxiety. 
4. Over Empbasis of One Interview. 
5· Time Problem. 
Student Anxiety. Expressions of concern for tl1e student taking part in 
suciJ a learning procedure were noted in tile following manner: 
Your student migilt feel s;Je 's being put on the spotl Wouldn •t 
generalize that this should be used on all srttdents ••• used 
witi1 discrimination. Can cause too much anxiety. 
None for student unless lle is so 
let anyone see wi1at i1e is doing. 
be ill-timed and should never be 
student. 
insecure tiHit ;,e is afraid to 
Therefore, ti1e recording could 
forced on the real insecure 
Other comments expressed over tiJe student's anxiety were in terms 
of ilis fear that, after hearing tne recording, tile supervisor would change 
ller opinion of tiJe student's capabilities. A final remark indicated tbat 
one supervisor felt t!:Je procedure was "a complete invasion of t,Je ele-
ment of privacy," and t!:Jerefore ti1reatening. 
Inhibition of Spontaneity. One supervisor felt the students might "freeze-
up" and "not si;ow ti1emselves to their best advantage." He felt ti1at in 
this experiment, this potential disadvantage bad been reduced because the 
subjects bad a choice and could select a case representing tc1e best rap-
port. 
Patient Anxiety. Reiterating what researcbers imve found in other studies 
and students noted in this experiment, one supervisor reflected: 
Patients migbt verbalize they don't have feelings about this. 
But, tiley all i1c:ve feelings, and it's bound to come out in some 
way or another. 
Anotber was concerned over the timing of tbe recorded interview: 
The tape's not out of the question in the usual interview. If 
you were having an interview witb deep emotions coming to tbe sur-
face--really reliving, grief reaction, then I ilave a feeling 
the mechanical eye witr1 all it implies would introduce an artificial 
element into the situation. T"nere's also the question of the 
patient's feelings at intake--before the relationsbip has developed. 
The patient bas to be diagnosed and evaluated before the tape re-
corder is introduced. 
Over-emphasis of One Interview. One supervisor saw a potential disadvan-
tage in evaluating the performance of the student based on a single indi-
cation of his work. She said: 
A potential disadvantage is that it can put too muci> emphasis on 
one interview. The stq>ervisor can take this one interview and 
generalize too much. One interview without knowing what llas gone 
on in the past is not a valid judgment. 
Student may feel this is the only thing the supervisor is going 
to see--element of a test! Just as a good teacher wouldn't judge 
a student's work on one test, neither would a good supervisor judge 
tr1e student in terms of how i;e conducted one interview. 
Time Problem. The only real disadvantage one supervisor felt was the 
time it took to use the recording properly. She saw this as a potential 
problem if, "you were to attempt to record and discuss every interview." 
Classroom Teaching 
Tape recordings of actual therapy situations 1Jave been added to the 
methods of teaching in the field of counseling. Excerpts from recorded 
sessions, whici1 represent excellent teaching examples, are assembled for 
classroom study. Research into this meti1od indicates that it stimulates 
class participation and general discussion. Students appear more willing 
to analyze. The recol'Ging becomes a purely objective "case study," while 
inhibitinG factors often generated in the classroom over a student-read 
' paper are eliminated. 
One of the versatile aspects of the tape recol'Ger is found in tbe 
control one has over it. The machine can be stopped instantly in order 
to illustrate a point, or to replay a section over which a question has 
been raised. There are those in the teaching profession who feel that, 
.. ''Except for the use of sound film, which is impractical, we think tlmt 
the recortiing procedure as a teaching instrument surpasses all other cur-
11 
rent teaching methods of the •tactics• of the interview." 
11 
Redlich, F.C., et .::!•• !?R,• ~·• PP• 45-6. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCWSIONS 
General Findings 
The purpose of this study was to explore the feelings and attitudes 
of social casework students toward the use of the tape recorder for develop-
ing techniques of interviewing and gaining skill in case recording. It 
was designed to investigate the effectiveness of the tape recorder as an 
additional teaching ~· Question content was designed to ascertain stu-
dent feelings: There content was aimed at: (l) specific and concrete 
feelings at predesignated time intervals; (2) obtaining spontaneous, rather 
than forced responses; and (3) stimulating self-revealing and personal 
feelings. A major objective of this study was to obtain as wide a range 
· of feeling as possible throughout the length of the experiment. During 
this study the tape recorder was viewed as a tool which might be used to 
, supplement teaching methods and procedures already used in the field of 
social work. 
When student responses were examined relative to the advantages of 
using the recorder, there was evidence that learning had taken place. Their 
. replies to the final questionnaire indicated learning took place through: 
(l) an increased self-awareness; (2) an increased understanding of their 
; patients; (3) an illiPrOVew.ent of interviewing techniques; ( 4) an increased 
effectiveness of supervision; (5) an increased ability to be more objective, 
and (6) the carry-over value provided by this method of teaching. Their 
responses emphasized categories l through 4. 
There was a total of 48 positive responses to the final questionnaire 
: which elliPilasized the positive learning experience from the tape recorded 
" 
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interview. TJ1e::percent of responses for each of the above mentioned cate-
gories was: (1) 25%; (2) 18~; (3) 23~; (4) 2~; (5) 7%; and, (6) 4~. 
Supervisors also noted the advantages of the recorder as a teaching 
tool. In addition to those areas previously mentioned by the students, they 
'indicated it helped to: (l) increase the rapidity of student learning; (2) 
IJIILD5RS JJU/.1) 771'~ 
=*4&1Fra¥Abasic, theoretical concepts; and (3) stimulate an increase in 
the student's general preparedness. 
The major disadvantage seen by the students was expressed in terms of 
the anxiety they felt. Their subjective ratings on the Tension Chart in 
Chapter III indicated fluctuating, but continuous tension during the entire 
study. Tne mean scores indicate that there were five peaks, or high 
points, of student anxiety. They occurred when: (l) the experiment was 
initially introduced; (2) they asked their patients' permission to tape 
the interview; (3) the actual taping session occurred; (4) they process 
, recorded the taped interview; and (5) the play-back session with their 
supervisors took place. 
The reliability of student responses was tested by comparing res-
ponses given during the study to responses given after the study. The 
order in which the subjects ranked the choices listed in Question ,'{q of 
the students• questionnaire was compared to the corresponding points on the 
Tension Chart. This comparison indicated that the highest levels of 
tension plotted on the graph during the study were in similar order to 
the responses given by the subjects at the completion of the study. The 
reader is reminded that due to an inadequacy in the original research 
design, it was not possible to measure the statistical significance of 
these two variables. However, implied in this comparison, and based on 
the writer's subjective observations, the conclusion is drawn that they 
had given candid, honest, and accurate expressions of feelings through-
out the study. 
Actual and potential disadvantages were noticed by the students. An 
actual disadvantage was defined as one noted during this study. A 
potential disadvantage was seen as one that might possibly occur in such 
a procedure, but bad not been experienced by them during this thesis. 
There was a total of 6~ student responses to their questionnaire 
which indicated some form of a disadvantage, actual or potential. Of 
. these, 60% represented the student's own feelings of anxiety; 3o% indicated 
feelings they bad concerning the patients' anxiety; 5~ represented negative 
· feelings, observed or potential, concerning acoustical difficulty experi-
enced when listening to the play-back; 3~ represented the time factor; 
and l~ each over restricting their spontaneity and damaging the student-
supervisor relationship. One additional disadvantage was expressed by 
the supervisors, namely the possibility of over-emphasizing one tape re-
corded interview. 
New ~uestions To Be Answered 
This thesis was limited to observing and recording the actions, 
comments, and feelings the participants had while using the tape recorder 
as a teaching device. Its use was not in any way designed for, or 
presented to, the subjects as a device for researching the theories upon 
which social work is built. It was presented to them as an experiment 
designed to investigate its effectiveness as an additional learning tool. 
; This experiment was designed to stimulate insight and suggest hypotheses 
and questions for further investigation. Its central purpose was to evoke 
··"'~'F"----·· 
'rather than to test hypotheses. 
Relevant questions raised as a result of this study indicate further 
investigation is needed to determine the most opportune time for introduc-
ing this teaching aid into the student's learning situation. One question 
raised is: When, during the student's placement, is it most advantageous 
to use the recorder? Secondly: May such a tool be used effectively witb 
students in their first year placement? The patient's anxiety is another 
factor in need of invetigation. Once again a vital question to be answered 
is: At what time during tbe relationship between student and patient should 
1:5 iT 
the recording be aadet What factors ~essential to know before making 
this decisiont 
The question of timing, in general, is one of complexity. Some ex-
press the opinion that a "good, solid relationship" between supervisor and 
student is necessary to counterbalance ·axcy anxiety the student might have 
over :.such a procedure. Likewise, during this period the student would 
have an opportunity to develop his relationships with the patients. others 
. feel that it is important that the supervisor "get to know at what stage 
the student is in, in his learning" as quickly as possible. The question 
in this instance may be asked: To what measurable degree would initial, 
student anxiety over a new placement negate the teaching value of the 
tape recordert 
Who should be asked to do the taping, is another question. Should 
such a procedure be compulsory for every student, if it is carried out as 
an integral part of the teaching programt Wnat criteria would one set up 
for differentiating between students if they were not all required to 
participate7 Finally, when considering selectivity, what criteria should be 
'used for determining the patients to be taped? 
In summarizing, there are many questions to be answered if optimum 
'advantages are to be obtained from this procedure. Opinions differ widely 
in many respects, pointing up the need for systematic research. There are 
those who feel student anxiety is to be expected in any situation and can 
be handled by competent supervision. Some feel the patient's anxiety 
·over tape recording is so~~~ething that can be handled in therapy, as are 
other problems, and it can be considered a part of the treatment plan. In 
contrast there are those who feel maximum thought and care must be used 
when plans are drawn up to use the tape recorder for teaching purposes. 
However, the implications from this study appear clear--when properly 
thought out and carefully handled, the student-recorded interview can be 
· of great value to him duriag his training period. 
;; 
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APPENDIX A: STUDENT SCHEDULE 
l. Having i1ad this experience, w~1at are your present feelings concern-
ing tile use of the tape recorder as an additional tool for learning 
purposes! 
2. Wi1at advantages and disadvantages for tile student might you see in 
s uciJ a tool t 
3. When, during tile student 1 s placement, would you consider it ti1e most 
opportune time to record his interview for teaci1ing purposes! Wny then? 
4. On what points did your supervisor place greatest emphasis during 
supervisiont 
5. Wnat were his general feelings concerniDg: (a) ,,ow you conducted 
ti1e interview; (b) i1ow you process recorded itt 
6. Could you raDk in order of ~ concern .f5!E. you, tl1e following parts 
of tnis project: 
(a) Deciding on a patient to tape. 
(b) Introducing the project to :Oim and aski~g i1is permission. 
(c) Recording the interview. 
(d) Writing up ti1e process recording of tLe interview. 
(e) Playing back tile recording wit;, your supervisor. 
7• How did tbe tape sound to you up011 play-back (clear, or background 
noise)t 
8. What was the initial reaction (verbal and non-verbal) of your pa-
l 
tient wi1en you introduced the idea to him1 
1 
Itzin, F., "The Use of Tape Recording In Field Work," Social 
Casework, vol. XLI, no. 4 (April, 1960), P• 200. 
;: 
9. Wnat problems (actual or potential) do you see for patients in tile 
2 
use of tape recordings in field work? 
10. Wnat were your feelings as you approached the play-back session witi1 
your supervisor? 
ll. Listening to the play-back, what factors, if any, did you become 
aware of that you had not previously realized? 
12. Wnat recommendations would you offer if this practice was to become 
standard procedure for future student training? 
13, Do you feel you did better, about the same, or below average in your 
ability to conduct the interview during the recording session? 
14. What is the main concern you believe your classmates would have 
concerning the use of a tape recorder in field work? 
15. Wnat ideas or feelings did your:.sjllpervisor express to you concerning 
tape recording? 
16. Granting that the points below might all be ranked as equal, desig-
nate them in the order of most concern to you while you were engaged 
in this project: 
(a) T'ne relationship I felt I had with my patients. 
(b) The feelings I had concerning rey ability to perform at the 
level I thought I was expected to be at. 
(c) The relationship I felt I had with rey supervisor. 
17. What part of this project was least appealing to you? Wny? 
2 
Ibid. 
APPENDIX B: SUPERVISOR SCHEDULE 
1. Having had the experience of teaching a student by utilizing one of 
his/her actual tape recorded interviews, what are your feelings con-
cerning: 
(a) Any advantages you were able to note by utilizing this 
procedure Gr, 
(b) Any iisail.vantages you observe« or potential difficulties 
that you feel might arise in such a procedure? 
2. Having listened to the tape with the stuient, what in this particular 
instance were the essential learning points you were able to convey: 
What were you able to point out to the stuient1 
3· Have any of your interviews ever been taped? If yes, were they tapei 
for research purposes or, were they recorded for your learning experi-
ences? 
4. Have you ever, Frier to this project, supervised a student or worker 
by using a tape recording of their interview? 
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